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Foreword

This tightly organized book will make you think and will give you 
reason to hope.

The viewpoint is long. The authors, E.G. Nadeau and Luc 
Nadeau, assess the pathway of humans on Earth over the past sev-
eral hundred thousand years, and the potential of humans going 
forward. 

They identify major eras of economic development – hunting 
and gathering, simple agriculture, and large organizations provid-
ing most every type of product and service. They boldly suggest 
that the next era will be the cooperative society, wherein people 
work together locally, at smaller scale, with greater democratic 
participation, generating less inequality, with reduced environ-
mental degradation. Indeed, the authors suggest that the transi-
tion to the cooperative society has already begun.

To be sure, anyone can make a statement about what the future 
will be like. But the authors have deep experience in cooperative 
organization, and they base their projection in large-scale data 
trends. This strategy of predicting the future does several things 
well: it gets our attention, it illuminates their reasoning, and it 
provides markers for assessing whether they will be right, or not 
so right. Thus, they are not merely advocating a set of values, but 
also taking intellectual responsibility for the assessment. This is a 
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highly desirable combination of reasoning, innovation, and test-
ing, which are hallmarks of the best-applied social science.

The authors of The Cooperative Society offer seven measures 
representing economic, political, social, and environmental tran-
sition to the cooperative society: (1) concentration of economic 
power, (2) wealth and income equality, (3) deaths from domes-
tic and international conflicts, (4) more or fewer people living in 
democratic countries, (5) population change, (6) improving or 
deteriorating quality of life, and (7) improving or deteriorating 
environmental conditions. 

By any standard, this is an ambitious list. Again, this is respon-
sible social science. In a word, they are willing to be proven wrong.  

One can imagine a set of systematic tests for these outcomes that 
does not require full data on the progress of human history—es-
pecially systematic testing of cooperative innovations, with appro-
priate comparisons or controls. Such tests would be challenging 
enough to undertake, but not impossible. If the authors turn out 
to be correct, such tests would be a great investment. Ideally, this 
book and following discussions will lead to more applied research 
taking up this agenda.

Placing The Cooperative Society in a larger discussion, I am re-
minded of the work of Steven Pinker, most recently in the book 
Enlightenment NOW (2018). Pinker is similarly optimistic about 
the human future, and his analytic strategy is also data-based. He 
sees the potential for massive progress based on reason and hu-
manism – the touchstones of the Enlightenment.  

E.G. Nadeau and Luc Nadeau certainly embrace values of the 
Enlightenment, but emphasize as well the importance of coop-
erative organization as a promising pathway to future human 
progress. This is a more specific agenda than Pinker’s, growing 
from their experience with cooperative organization. The au-
thors outline key areas of work, and envision opportunities for 
changes that can be made by 2030, which is the target date for 
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both the Paris  Accord on Climate Change and the United Nation’s 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

Overall, the great contribution of The Cooperative Society is that 
it has implications for action and research, and the authors put 
these implications on the table. 

Michael Sherraden, Ph.D.
George Warren Brown Distinguished University Professor
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
September 2018

Reference: Pinker, S. (2018). Enlightenment NOW: The case for 
reason, science, humanism, and progress. New York: Viking. 
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Preface

Are we on the verge of a new stage of human history – one char-
acterized by cooperation and equitable access to resources rather 
than by conflict and extreme inequality?

The authors posed this question in the first edition of The 
Cooperative Society: The Next Stage of Human History, published 
in September 2016. We selected seven broad measures of eco-
nomic, political, social, and environmental change in order to gauge 
progress. We discovered that in some ways, we are moving in a 
more cooperative and equitable direction. In other ways, we aren’t. 

Since our goal is to make such a transformation more likely, we 
will revise and publish The Cooperative Society: The Next Stage of 
Human History with new observations periodically through 2030. 
The 2018 edition, which evaluates progress and recommends ways 
we can take positive action, is available as a book and a PDF file. 

The book is intended to be read by a broad range of people, 
especially those who are interested in the state of the world today, 
where things may be headed in the near future, and what we can 
do to improve conditions for our species and the planet. In partic-
ular, the audience for the book includes:

• People who are active in cooperatives, mutual insurance compa-
nies, social enterprises, and other not-for-profit organizations

• Progressive elected officials and government employees at all levels 
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• Socially responsible business leaders and employees

• Citizens who are active in their communities 

• Faculty and students at secondary schools, colleges, and 
universities

Readers can learn more about The Cooperative Society Project via 
our website and our bimonthly newsletter. We offer other publica-
tions and videos, make presentations, and give interviews as well.
We hope that you will join us on this journey of exploration and 
social action by sharing information with others, taking action in 
your local communities, and contributing your ideas and sugges-
tions to: eg@thecooperativesociety.org 
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Introduction

As we wrote in the first edition of The Cooperative Society: The 
Next Stage of Human History, we humans may be moving beyond 
our conflict-filled past toward a society in which cooperation is 
the predominant way we relate to one another and to our planet. 

Why do we believe such a societal transformation may be 
taking place at this point in our history? One key factor may be 
that humans no longer feel compelled to fight over scarce re-
sources because we now have the means, organizational skills, and 
technology to meet everyone’s basic needs.

In this book, we expand on the hypothesis that humans may be 
on the threshold of a new historical stage, one characterized by 
cooperation, democracy, the equitable distribution of resources, 
and a sustainable relationship with nature. 

The Cooperative Society is organized in three parts: A descrip-
tion of the hypothesis, research on the hypothesis based on mea-
surement of seven broad sets of variables, and a presentation of 
recommendations for moving toward a more cooperative society.

In addition to the broad update of information, analyses, and 
recommendations, this second edition also: 

• Consolidates the analyses of cooperatives and for-profit businesses 
into one broader chapter on the direction of the world economy� 
This new chapter also presents information on “social enterprises” 
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– businesses that put service before profits -- and on “socially 
responsible” activities by for-profit businesses

• Adds “population change” as a seventh measurement category 
related to the cooperative transition

• Revises the recommendations in Section C to place a greater 
emphasis on actions that people can take as individuals and at the 
community level

While we objectively report and analyze the scientific data for and 
against the transition to a more cooperative society, we are also 
advocates. The Cooperative Society is a call to action, not simply 
the testing of a hypothesis. We, as humans, have the ability to 
shape our society. Our purpose is to motivate and assist readers 
in restructuring our economic, political, and social behavior – 
and our institutions in ways that are better for humanity and for 
our planet. We believe that a cooperative transition would be a 
momentous, positive step forward for our species. 



Section A:  

The Cooperative Society  
hypothesis 
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The Cooperative Society  
hypothesis

The cooperative society is a potential new stage of human history, 
characterized by economic and political democracy, cooperative 
international relations, and a symbiotic relationship with nature. 
The cooperative society would replace our current stage of history, 
which is characterized by a small number of large countries and 
for-profit corporations that dominate the world economy; a mix 
of authoritarian and democratic governments; a low quality of 
life for many of us; conflict-based interaction within and among 
nations; and a destructive relationship with the environment.

We may already have begun the transition to the cooperative 
society in the latter half of the 20th century and the beginning of 
the 21st. If such a transition is occurring: 

• This emerging society would be a major paradigm shift, on a scale 
that has happened only a few times since we evolved as a species 
about 300,000 years ago�1 

• For the first time in over 5,000 years,2 we would have a society that 
is not dominated by religious, military, political, and/or economic 
elites�

• Instead, our society would be based on cooperation and democracy 
rather than conflict, control by the few, and extreme inequality�
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The Cooperative Society examines the premise that humans are 
on the threshold of such a momentous historical change, making 
possible the realization of our most broadly and deeply held social 
values.3

This book sketches the major stages of human history to date; 
outlines the key ways in which a cooperative society would differ 
from these prior stages; defines, analyzes, and scores seven mea-
sures related to the cooperative transition; and recommends ways 
for us to make this transition. 

This book is part of a long-term effort to define and measure 
movement toward or away from the cooperative society. A major 
goal is to present a set of evolving recommendations to help us 
make the cooperative transition a reality. 

Stages of human history
There are many ways to characterize the history of Homo sapiens – 
technology (Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age, etc.); social organi-
zation (migratory bands, villages, cities, etc.); economic activities; 
or a combination of traits. 

We will emphasize the perspective of economic activities. In 
this approach, the major stages of human history can be classified 
as: hunting and gathering, simple agriculture, and an age of in-
creasingly complex and diversified economic activity. 

For over 90% of our history, we humans relied on hunting and 
gathering as our means of survival.4 Through both archaeology 
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and by examining the behavior of isolated groups of hunter-gath-
erers and other primates today, we can conclude that these ances-
tors lived in relatively small groups  – usually 30 to 100 people; 
they were fairly egalitarian in social behavior and distribution of 
resources; they had mixed levels of conflict; and their relationship 
with nature was primarily symbiotic.5 

Simple agriculture began in a number of locations between 
10,000 and 15,000 years ago. Some scientists have concluded that 
the primary reason for the emergence of agriculture was increasing 
population density and the concurrent limitations on a hunting 
and gathering lifestyle. Farming permitted higher concentrations 
of people, required a less nomadic way of life, and led to the estab-
lishment of permanent or semi-permanent villages. 

With more humans living close to one another, many scientists 
believe that society became more hierarchical, although not dra-
matically so. Because of fixed villages, the potential for conflict 
with other agricultural groups and nomadic bands also increased. 
The small number of humans and the limited scale of agricultural 
production meant that negative impacts on the environment were 
usually minor.6

The age of increasingly diversified economic activity can be 
roughly estimated as beginning about 5,000 years ago with the 
emergence of larger concentrations of people in and around cities. 
As agricultural techniques improved, farmers produced greater 
surpluses that could support more non-farming activities. This al-
lowed some members of society to specialize in other types of work 
or become political, economic, and/or religious elites. Also, with 
increasing concentrations of people in and near cities, the poten-
tial for conflict increased – both within these urban-based settings 
and between them and other city-states and nomadic groups. As 
these population centers grew in size, they had a greater negative 
impact on the environment.7 
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These broad stages of history do not include a separate category 
for capitalism. We consider capitalism as part of the age of increas-
ingly diversified economic activity. The patterns that characterized 
the growth of cities a few thousand years ago – the stratification of 
society, the heightened levels of conflict, and the increasing neg-
ative impacts on the environment – can be seen as a continuum 
leading up to our present “capitalist” world.

In the late 20th and early 21st centuries, we may be on the 
threshold of a new stage of human history – the cooperative so-
ciety. The transition to this new stage is characterized by a mostly 
urban population and political and economic power that remains 
highly concentrated, but also has an increasing level of democracy. 
Resources are distributed very inequitably, but there are some 
signs that distribution is improving. Conflict persists within and 
among many of the world’s countries, but the number of deaths 
resulting from these conflicts is decreasing. Humans continue to 
degrade the environment, but efforts are increasing to remediate 
unsustainable practices.



Section B:  

Measuring the transition to  
The Cooperative Society
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Measuring the transition to  
The Cooperative Society

The best way we can think of to begin this section of the book is 
with this quote from the introduction to the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights approved by the members of the United Nations 
in 1948:

In perhaps the most resonant and beautiful words of any 
international agreement, “All human beings are born free 
and equal in dignity and rights.” The commitments made 
by all States in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
are in themselves a mighty achievement, discrediting the 
tyranny, discrimination and contempt for human beings 
that have marked human history. 

The Universal Declaration promises to all the economic, 
social, political, cultural and civic rights that underpin 
a life free from want and fear. They are not a reward for 
good behavior. They are not country-specific, or particular 
to a certain era or social group. They are the inalienable 
entitlements of all people, at all times, and in all places — 
people of every color, from every race and ethnic group; 
whether or not they are disabled; citizens or migrants; no 
matter their sex, their class, their caste, their creed, their 
age or sexual orientation.8
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If we were to ascribe a symbolic beginning of the transition to the 
cooperative society, it would be the adoption of this Declaration. 

During the first half of the 20th century, there were two world 
wars with a combined total of about 100 million deaths.9 The 
Declaration signaled a recognition by the countries of the world 
that conflict was not an effective way to solve human problems. 
International cooperation and respect for human life were far 
better alternatives.

The human and planetary toll of rising world temperatures due 
primarily to the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation was not 
yet on the radar screen of the nascent United Nations in 1948. But 
beginning in 1992, the UN took on the international coordinating 
role so nations could together combat the negative consequences 
of increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

The UN now states that, “Climate change is one of the major 
challenges of our time and adds considerable stress to our societ-
ies and to the environment. From shifting weather patterns that 
threaten food production, to rising sea levels that increase the risk 
of catastrophic flooding, the impacts of climate change are global 
in scope and unprecedented in scale. Without drastic action today, 
adapting to these impacts in the future will be more difficult and 
more costly.”10

Three critical sets of international goals have their origins in the 
UN Declaration of Human Rights and the UN’s commitment to 
averting climate change disaster: 

• The Millennium Development Goals, adopted unanimously by the 
General Assembly in 2000, in effect from 2000 to 201511

• The Sustainable Development Goals, adopted unanimously in 2015 
and to be completed by 203012

• The Paris Agreement, an international commitment to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, signed in 2016�13 (The only country 
out of 195 UN members indicating its intent to withdraw from this 
agreement is the United States under President Donald Trump�)14
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These three sets of goals signal a commitment to reduce poverty 
and improve the quality of life and the environment in every 
country of the world. The Sustainable Development Goals continue 
and expand on the commitments of the Millennium Development 
Goals, and also incorporate the aims of the Paris Agreement to 
“take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.”15

A main objective of this book is to determine how we are doing 
as a world community in living up to the human rights standards 
and climate change targets laid out by UN members. Important 
sources of information for the book are reports by the two de-
velopment goal programs and the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change.16

Selecting the measures for analyzing the transition
The authors had the difficult task of selecting representative 
measures of the transition to a cooperative society. Key selection 
criteria included:

• Not burying the reader in too many variables or too much 
complexity 

• Avoiding oversimplification or bias in the measures selected

• Including a range of social, economic, political, and environmental 
measures to create a balanced review of the transition

• Finding worldwide data sets that are updated periodically 

Based on these criteria, the authors identified seven primary 
measures. For some of these measures, several data sets were 
used  – for example, there are two main sources measuring the 
extent of country-by-country democracy in the world. We did a 
comparative analysis of these datasets.
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Seven measures
Here are the seven measures representing economic, political, 
social, and environmental components of a transition to the coop-
erative society:

1. Concentration of economic power
• To what extent is the world’s economy dominated by a small 

percentage of corporations and countries? Is this level of domi-
nation increasing or decreasing? Are checks and balances and 
alternative forms of business being developed and applied to 
reduce the negative consequences of this concentration?

• Importance of this measure: As long as economic decision-
making is dominated by the few, the rest of us are dependent on 
the choices that they make� This has consequences for fluctua-
tions in the economy (for example The Great Recession), jobs and 
income, the quality of life, and the quality of the environment�

2. Wealth and income inequality 
• Is the distribution of wealth and income becoming more or less 

unequal among the world’s households? Among households 
within each country?

• Importance of this measure: Concentration of wealth and income 
has consequences for the economic well-being of the rest of us� 
We earn less, receive fewer social benefits, and have less influ-
ence over political decision-making that affects our day-to-day 
lives�

3. Deaths from conflict
• Are the number of deaths from international and civil wars 

increasing or decreasing? Are the number of homicides around 
the world increasing or decreasing?

• Importance of this measure: The primary issue is the everyday 
safety of individuals and families� As countries, ethnic and reli-
gious groups, and other factions increasingly resolve their  
differences through negotiation and cooperative agreements,  
we will all be safer�
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4. Democracy 
• Is the number of countries with democratic governments rising 

or falling? Is the percentage of people living in democratic coun-
tries increasing or decreasing?

• Importance of this measure: The ability to elect our political 
leaders and participate in other decision-making that affects our 
lives is the hallmark of a democratic society�

5. Population change
• What is the rate of worldwide population growth? Is this rate 

increasing or decreasing?

• Importance of this measure: The more people on the planet, 
the greater the pressure we put on resource allocation and the 
quality of the environment� If we can slow the rate of population 
growth, and eventually reduce it to zero – through non-coercive 
means – we can more easily improve the quality of life of all 
humans with less danger of degrading the environment�

6. Quality of life
• Overall, are humans living healthier and more economically 

secure lives than in the past? Is this trend increasing?

• Importance of this measure: A decent quality of life for all 
humans is a fundamental international goal embodied in the 
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights�

7. The environment
• Are human actions worsening or improving the environment? 

In particular, what is the current status and projected impact of 
global warming?

• Importance of this measure: The quality of the environment 
affects the health of humans, other animals, and plants� If we 
degrade our climate, we harm all life� In particular, the emission 
of greenhouse gases, primarily caused by humans, could  
cause major damage to the earth and its inhabitants in the  
21st century�

In Chapters 1 through 7 we use these seven measures to determine 
trends toward or away from a more cooperative society. 
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Chapter 1

Economic power

“Those who have the gold, rule.” So goes a warped definition of the 
Golden Rule. In a cooperative society, there would not be a small 
group of businesses, governmental officials, or others who control 
a hugely disproportionate share of the world’s economic power. 
But in contemporary society – and in fact for the past 5,000 years 
or so – such a skewed distribution of economic power has been 
the norm.17

The purpose of this chapter is to examine to what extent eco-
nomic power is concentrated in the world today and whether or 
not this economic control by the few is increasing or decreasing. 
These issues are important because small groups of large corpora-
tions, governments, and wealthy individuals often make self-serv-
ing decisions and sometimes create havoc and destitution for 
much of the rest of the world’s population. 

In the 2016 edition of The Cooperative Society, we presented data 
on large publicly traded corporations and on cooperatives and 
mutual insurance companies. These two types of businesses have 
radically different goals and values. Publicly traded corporations 
have as their primary goal generating profits for their investors, 
board members, and upper management. Co-ops and mutuals 
are owned and democratically controlled by their individual and 
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organizational members. Their primary goal is to provide goods 
and services to these members. 

Our 2016 analysis determined that economic concentration 
was very high, and increasing, among publicly traded corpora-
tions. At the same time, the data showed significant growth in 
the early 21st century in the economic power of cooperatives and 
mutual insurance companies. We concluded that these results pre-
sented no clear pattern of structural economic change in the past 
couple of decades. In some ways, economic decision-making was 
becoming more concentrated and in other ways more democratic.

We present updated information on these two types of busi-
nesses in this chapter to see if any significant change has taken 
place in the two most recent years for which data are available.

Before we present this information, however, we lay out a more 
comprehensive context for understanding different business 
models and their implications for the future of our species and 
our planet.

Comparing types of businesses
Investor-owned corporations and member-owned co-ops and 
mutual insurance companies represent only part of the business 
world. There are two other powerful types of businesses that have 
a major influence on our lives: corporations with substantial state 
ownership, and “closely held” (not publicly traded) large corpo-
rations. There are data available on both of these business types, 
but they are not easily quantifiable on a world scale nor measur-
able over time. Thus, we need to keep in mind the power of these 
business types and trends related to their growth or decline, even 
though it is difficult to measure these tendencies systematically. 

The analysis of business types is complicated by overlapping 
corporate structures. For example, four of the largest businesses in 
the world are state-owned Chinese banks. However, these banks 
are also publicly traded, even though the largest share of ownership 
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by far is the government of China.18 Thus, they are state-owned 
and publicly traded at the same time. But guess who wins the vote 
on any action considered by the stockholders?

Saudi Aramco is the largest state-owned business in the world 
as measured by 2017 sales of $455 billion. Aramco is considering 
a public offering of stock, which at this time is on hold.19 By the 
way, the largest company in the world based on sales is Walmart, 
at about $500 billion.20

The largest “closely held” company is Samsung, owned primarily 
by a South Korean family. In 2017, it had $223 billion in sales. To 
add a further complication, Samsung is listed in the Forbes Global 
2000 as a publicly traded company. Measured by annual sales, it 
is the 11th-largest business on the Forbes list. Samsung’s limited 
stock holdings allow it to be classified as publicly traded, even 
though the large majority of its ownership is by a single family.21 

The other largest closely held businesses are Vitol, a Dutch 
commodity trading company; Cargill, a US-based company pri-
marily involved in agriculture-related products; Trafigura, head-
quartered in the Netherlands and specializing in base metals and 
energy; and Koch Industries, based in the US, focusing on chem-
ical manufacturing, and owned primarily by the infamous, right-
wing Koch brothers.22

And then there is the largest category of business types: small 
businesses  – small corporations, partnerships, and sole propri-
etorships. As with businesses that are partially or fully state-owned 
and with closely held companies, it is very difficult to analyze the 
number and growth trends of small businesses, especially on a 
world scale. 

There is one more category of business that we would like to 
highlight in this chapter: social enterprises. These businesses can 
be simply defined as companies that “put service before profit.”23 
Many social enterprises provide services and products related 
to children, the elderly, people with disabilities, jobseekers, and 
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others. These businesses can also provide a wide range of hous-
ing, environmental, development, and other services. Some social 
enterprises are organized as co-ops. Social enterprises often con-
tract with local governments to provide services. For example, the 
city of Bologna, Italy, contracts for about 85% of its social services 
through social enterprise co-ops, including childcare, eldercare, 
and a wide range of other services.24

Social enterprises have become a rapidly growing phenomenon 
in the past decade, particularly in Western Europe.25 Since the of-
ficial recognition of the Italian social cooperative model in 1991, 
six other European countries – Belgium, France, Ireland, Poland, 
Slovakia, and Spain – have established statutes for social enterprises. 
There are approximately 230,000 social enterprises in these six coun-
tries with an estimated 1.5 million employees.26 

The Cooperative Society Project featured an article on social en-
terprises in its January 2018 newsletter.27 Measuring the number 
of these enterprises and their growth over time is difficult. Thus, it 
will be important to watch their development during the coming 
decades. For the time being, we will have to do so without good 
international quantitative data. 

Recognizing that there are a number of major types of busi-
nesses, we confine our quantitative analysis to two major catego-
ries – co-ops/mutuals and publicly traded companies  – for several 
reasons:

• They represent two distinct business models – the primacy of 
service vs� the primacy of profit

• There is reliable, worldwide longitudinal data for both

• They account for a large percentage of the planet’s business activity

1. Cooperatives
2016 data

Cooperative businesses are owned and democratically 
controlled by their members. (We included mutually 
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owned businesses and credit unions within this definition 
of cooperatives.) Cooperatives are owned by producers, 
consumers, workers, businesses, and other organizations, 
and by combinations of the above. They operate in all busi-
ness sectors and in almost every country in the world.28

Unlike for-profit businesses, in which profitability is the 
primary measure of success, service to members is the 
first priority of cooperatives, but they also must maintain a 
level of profitability that allows them to operate sustainably 
over time.29 By definition, the for-profit business model 
is radically different from the co-op model. To the extent 
that cooperatives become more dominant in society, the 
very nature of economic relations will change – from the 
primacy of profits to the primacy of service to members.

From a measurement perspective, the growth – or decline – 
of cooperatives is problematic, because there is no world-
wide, longitudinal data set encompassing the many different 
types of cooperatives. 

The United Nations sponsored the world’s first global 
cooperative census in 2014,30 providing benchmark data 
for future co-op censuses. The data in this census is from 
2008 or later. Following are some key results:

• Almost 3 million cooperatives have about 2 billion memberships and 
clients – equivalent to over one-fourth of the world’s population.31

• 12.6 million employees work in 770,000 cooperative offices and outlets.

• $20 trillion in cooperative assets generate $3 trillion in annual reve-
nue32– equivalent to about 4 percent of the gross world product (GWP) 
or to the gross domestic product of the United Kingdom.33 
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Figure 1.1 Global World Product, in real dollars.33

2018 update for the global co-op census
There has not been another co-op census since the one 
published in 2014, so we will have to continue to rely on 
the data from that census.

There are several longitudinal data sets for segments of the coop-
erative universe. Euricse34 and the International Co-operative 
Alliance annually publish the World Co-operative Monitor, which 
provides information on the largest 300 co-ops and mutuals. These 
reports indicate that between 2010 and 2013, the revenue gener-
ated by the top 300 increased from about $2 trillion to $2.4  tril-
lion – averaging a 5 percent increase per year over the four-year 
period.35 
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Figure 1.2 Revenue of the top 300 cooperatives.36

2018 update for the Co-op 300
Since the 2016 edition of this book, the World Co-operative 
Monitor has published two new reports in late 2016 and 
2017 with data on the largest 300 co-ops in 2014 and 
2015.36 Converting the aggregate revenue of these co-ops 
to 2018 constant dollars, the trend of increasing revenue 
continued through 2014, but made a significant drop in 
2015, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. We should not over-dra-
matize this one-year reduction in revenue. However, it will 
be important to watch results over the next several years.

The two co-op sectors with the largest numbers of memberships – 
insurance and financial services – have also experienced impres-
sive growth in recent years.

The International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation 
(ICMIF) publishes annual data on the state of its industry. 
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According to ICMIF, “The number of people protected by mutual 
and cooperative insurance (as members or policyholders) grew to 
955 million in 2014, up from 923 million in 2013. As employers, 
mutual and cooperative insurers collectively employed 1.11 mil-
lion people worldwide in 2014, a figure that has increased by more 
than 20 percent since before the global financial crisis (.92 million 
in 2007).” See Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Cooperative and mutual insurance members/policyholders (millions).138

Credit unions, which comprise part of the financial cooperative 
sector, also have shown impressive growth in recent years. 
Worldwide, memberships grew from about 172 million in 2006 
to 217 million in 2014 – an increase of about 26 percent or more 
than 3 percent per year. The increase in loan volume over the 
same period was 59 percent, an average of over 7 percent growth 
per year.38 
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Figure 1.4 Credit union memberships (millions). 37

2018 update for insurance co-ops/mutuals and for 
credit unions

Both credit unions and mutual insurance companies have 
continued to show growth in members since the publication 
of the 2016 edition of this book. The 2014 and 2015 data 
that were published in the past two years show a 4  percent 
annual membership growth rate for credit unions, and a 
1  percent annual growth rate in members/policyholders 
for mutual insurance companies. Of particular note is 
that mutual insurance companies are on track to reach the 
billion-member/policyholder level in the next two years. 
These patterns of membership growth are presented in 
Figures 1.3 and 1.4. 

The growth of members in both of these sectors was offset 
slightly by small decreases in financial performance. As 
with the top 300 cooperatives and mutuals, we will need to 
watch these financial data to see if they mark a new trend 
or a temporary blip. 
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Even though there is not yet comprehensive longitudinal data 
on cooperative performance, we can piece together a period of 
growth over the past few years. Some of the most important take-
aways from these data sets are: 

• Co-ops are a significant and growing part of the world economy – 
equivalent in economic power to the sixth-wealthiest country in 
the world�

• Co-ops are growing in the insurance sector at a faster rate than 
their for-profit competitors�

• We don’t yet have a systematic, comprehensive means for 
measuring the growth or decline of global co-op business activity 
over time�

In summary, available co-op, credit union, and mutual insurance 
data indicate a recent drop in financial performance, but the long-
term trend continues to be positive. 

2. Large publicly traded corporations
2016 data

The largest 2,000 publicly traded companies in the world 
had revenue of over $38 trillion in 2014.38 This is equiv-
alent to almost half of the gross world product (GWP), 
despite the fact that these businesses account for only 
4 percent of all listed companies.39 See Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5 The largest 2000 companies are about 4% of all listed companies in the 
world, yet their revenue is almost half of the Gross World Product. 42

Between 2003 and 2014, these large companies grew at 
a slightly faster pace than the GWP  – an average annual 
increase of 6 percent over the 12-year period vs. 5.2  percent 
for the GWP.40

We concluded in the 2016 edition of this book that these 
large corporations dominate the world economy and that 
this domination has increased in the early 21st century.
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2018 update
Figure 1.5 shows a surge, a drop, and then another surge in 
2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018 in gross revenue for the Forbes 
2000 companies – $41.2 billion, $36.5 billion, $36.3 billion, 
and $39.1 billion respectively.41 This pattern is both in abso-
lute terms and as a percentage of the gross world product. 

“[The] 16th-annual Forbes Global 2000 list [published 
in June 2018] includes publicly-traded companies from 
60  countries. Collectively, the companies on this list account 
for $39.1 trillion in sales, $3.2 trillion in profit, $189 trillion 
in assets, and $56.8 trillion in market value. All metrics are 
up double digits year-over-year, with profits up an impres-
sive 28%.”42 See Figures 1.5 and 1.6. 

Figure 1.6 Forbes Global 2000 companies’ sales revenue compared with Gross World 
Product, in real dollars.41, 42
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Conclusions related to economic power 
The most recently available data in 2018 indicate a slight decrease 
in the economic strength of cooperatives and a slight increase in 
the strength of large corporations compared to the 2016 data. But 
it is far too early to draw any long-term conclusions about these 
results. We will need to keep an eye on data in the coming years to 
determine whether or not new patterns are emerging. 

And, we will need to continue to work on reducing the con-
centration of economic power regardless of short-term patterns. 
Section C. Taking Action, the final set of chapters in this book, 
provides practical steps that we as individuals, communities, and 
countries can take to democratize economic decision-making.
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Chapter 2

Wealth and income 

Wealth and income inequality in the world is extreme. There are 
a few positive signs related to the income of the very poor and 
to an emergent “world middle-class,” but the super-wealthy are 
super-wealthier than ever and most of the planet’s inhabitants are 
scraping by just above the bare minimum. 

In this chapter, we present and analyze data on both wealth 
(which is the accumulation of money and other valuables over 
time) and on income (which is based on annual earnings and re-
turns on investments). 

Before digging into the data, let’s review why we consider the 
degree of inequality to be an important indicator of whether or not 
we are moving toward a more cooperative society. Some people 
have argued that rewarding people for hard work, innovation, 
risk-taking, and other behavior is a benefit for society. That’s prob-
ably true, but the extreme disparity in incomes and wealth within 
and across countries goes far beyond any explanation based on 
incentives and rewards for productivity.

Wealth
For example, one of the most dramatic statistics, reported by 
Oxfam International, is that in 2016, the 42 richest people in 
the world had as much wealth as the poorest half of the world’s 
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population – over 3½ billion people.43 More broadly, in 2016, about 
10% of households owned almost 90% of the wealth. One percent 
held 50%.44 Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

Figure 2.1 The top 8.6% (those with $100,000+) own 85.6% of global wealth. The 
middle 21.3% ($10,000-$100,000) own 11.6%, whereas the bottom 70.1% (under 
$10,000) own just 2.7% of wealth.44
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According to Forbes, there were a little over 2,000 billionaires world-
wide in early 2018, an 18% increase in comparison to 2017.45  

In reviewing Forbes 2017 data, Oxfam calculated that just the in-
crease in billionaire wealth ($762 billion) between 2016 and 2017 
“could have ended global extreme poverty seven times over.” Oxfam 
also calculated that 82% of the increase in global wealth went to the 
top 1%, and that none went to the bottom 50%.46

It is unimaginable to make an argument that these rich people 
are somehow thousands of times more productive and valuable 
than their poorer counterparts. There is strong evidence that the 
current levels of extreme inequality far exceed what can be justi-
fied by talent, effort, and risk-taking. Instead, they are more often 
the product of inheritance, monopoly, and crony connections to 
government.47 

Figure 2.2 From 1980 to 2016, all income levels saw real per-capita income gains. At 
the high end, the global middle class saw gains of over 100%. At the low end, those with 
incomes at the 60-90-percentile level saw gains of under 50%. The poorest 10% and the 
richest 1% saw gains of about 75%.49
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Income
Income disparities have shown a different pattern from that 
of wealth over the past three decades. An exhaustive study by 
Milanovic tracked income changes from the poorest 5% to the 
wealthiest 1%.48 From 1980 to 2016, all income levels saw real 
per-capita income gains. At the high end, the global middle class 
saw gains of over 100%. At the low end, those with incomes at the 
90th-percentile level saw gains of under 50%. The poorest 10% 
and the richest 1% saw gains of about 75%.49 

High-income earners continue to dominate the world stage, 
but their margin of dominance is decreasing relative to the global 
middle class. 

One criticism that has been leveled against this study is that 
Milanovic analyzed percent changes in income rather than ab-
solute changes. Thus, a poor household increasing its income 
from $2 to $4 per day, and a million-dollar household doubling 
its annual income to $2 million would both be reported as expe-
riencing a doubling of income. Recalculating income changes in 
absolute terms shows a much flatter curve for most of the world’s 
households and a continuing rise in income for the top-earning 
households.50 

Conclusions on wealth and income
Even though these data indicate some lessening of the dominance 
of high-income households in the world economy, the current 
reality is still one of extreme inequality of wealth and income.
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Chapter 3

Conflict

The word “conflict” originates in Latin and old French with the 
meaning “armed encounter or battle.”51 In this chapter, we measure 
conflict by focusing on deaths resulting from war (both interna-
tional and civil) and on intentional homicides.

The reason that we included conflict as one of the measures 
of movement toward or away from a more cooperative society 
is straightforward. In many ways, cooperation is the antithesis 
of conflict. As individuals, communities, and larger groupings of 
people, we can work together toward agreed-upon goals or we can 
fight with one another to achieve our own interests. 

Thus, the extent to which there are violent deaths from conflict 
is a good indicator of whether or not we are becoming more or less 
cooperative.

In the 2016 edition of this book, we reported that there were far 
fewer worldwide deaths per year from domestic and international 
conflicts in the second half of the 20th and the beginning of the 
21st century than there were in the first half of the 20th century. 
There were about 60 million deaths during World War II;52 fewer 
than 10 per 100,000 in the second half of the 20th century; and on 
average, fewer than one death per 100,000 in the early part of the 
21st century.53 See Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Battle deaths from 1946-2015. Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) & 
Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO).139 

We also presented information on homicides. Global data on 
deaths from homicide were not reliably collected prior to 2000. 
Since then the annual, worldwide homicide rate dropped from 
about nine per 100,000 to six per 100,000 in 2012.54 In comparison, 
some historians estimate the homicide rate in the 14th century at 
about 50 per 100,000.55 See Figure 3.2.

We concluded that, based on these data, deaths from domestic 
and international conflicts have decreased dramatically, at least 
since the first half of the 20th century, and deaths from homicide 
have decreased in the first part of the 21st century and, probably, 
over a much longer period of time.56
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Figure 3.2 Global homicides per 100,000 people.53, 54 

2018 update
There has been a slight uptick in deaths from war, especially civil 
war, in the first part of the 21st century. In 2016, the most recent 
year for which data were available, the rate of war deaths was a bit 
over 1 per 100,000 population. The peak year for battle deaths so 
far in the 21st century was 2014 with about 2 deaths per 100,000.57,58   

The largest single cause of this recent rise in war deaths is the 
Syrian war.59 This is a complex war because it combines elements 
of a multi-sided civil war with different factions receiving sup-
port from other countries and political groups. The protracted 
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, again complex conflicts involving 
both international and domestic components, account for another 
large percentage of battle deaths in the early 21st century.60 See 
Figure  3.1. Even with the slightly increased number of war deaths 
since 2000, the annual battle-death rate has remained far below the 
average rates in the first and second halves of the 20th century.61 

Recent data on intentional homicides show a gradual decrease 
in the 21st century. There has been an almost steady decline in 
worldwide homicide rates since 2004 when there were just about 
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6 homicides per 100,000 of world population. In 2016, the most 
recent year for which we have data, there were slightly more than 
5 homicides per 100,000.62 That may not sound like much, but it 
represents about a 15% decline in the annual homicide rate.

What is also worthy of note is that the homicide rate is 
almost 5 times as high as the battle death rate in the 21st century 
so far.

In conclusion, violent death has decreased significantly since 
the mid-1900s. This is true both for war-related deaths and for 
intentional homicides. There is still a lot of conflict in the world, 
but we have made tremendous progress in reducing its lethal con-
sequences in the last 70 years.
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Chapter 4

Democracy

Democracy is not as easy to define and measure as one might 
think.

The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines democracy as, 
“A government in which the supreme power is vested in the people 
and exercised by them directly or indirectly through a system of 
representation usually involving periodically held free elections.”63

This definition seems straightforward enough, but as we will 
see in this chapter, several organizations have come up with very 
different results when rating countries around the world on their 
level of democracy. Despite these different measurement ap-
proaches, there is still a lot that we can say about international 
democratic trends over the past-century plus.

Even with these measurement issues, democracy remains an 
important indicator of whether or not the world is becoming more 
cooperative. The ability of most of the world’s citizens to partici-
pate fairly in the governance of their countries is a prerequisite for 
a transition to the cooperative society. 

In the 2016 edition of this book, we relied on two sources of 
data to analyze trends in world democracy: periodic reports by 
the Polity IV Project 64 (referred to below as “Polity”) and the 
Economist Intelligence Unit65 (referred to below as “EIU”). These 
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reports diverge a bit in their analyses of past and current trends 
related to democracy. We review these differences below.

In 2016, we reported that Polity had analyzed data on democ-
racy in the world all the way back to 1800. A summary of the proj-
ect’s findings from 1900 to 2014 is presented in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 Democracy in the 20th and 21st centuries has grown in fits and starts. In 
1900, there were about 10 countries with a Polity score of 8 or above. This number grew 
rapidly at the end of the 20th century, and in 2015 there were over 70 such countries.64

During that time, the number of democracies rose from 10 in 1900 
to 94 in 2014. The combined number of autocracies and anocra-
cies (countries that are neither fully democratic nor fully auto-
cratic) stood at about 71 in 2014.66 Thus, about 57 percent of the 
countries included in this analysis were democracies at that time.

The number of democracies accelerated after World War II, and 
again in the 1980s and early 1990s with the addition of some de-
veloping countries and of states that had been part of the Soviet 
Union. 

Based on these data, the population of democratic countries was 
about the same as that of all non-democratic countries in 2014.67 
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The second graph (Figure 4.2) presented in the 2016 edition of 
this book indicated that the extent of democracy in the world, as 
measured by the EIU, had fluctuated, but not increased, between 
2006 and 2015.68 

Figure 4.2 Over the past 11 years, the previous growth of democracy seems to have 
stagnated. On a 1-10 democracy scale created by EIU, the average world score fluctuated 
from 5.62 in 2006 to 5.46 in 2010 to 5.55 in 2014-15 to 5.48 in 2017. 68

2018 update
The Polity and EIU datasets were both updated in late 2017.69, 70 As 
in their earlier editions, both used multiple factors to measure the 
degree of democracy by country, and each had a database of over 
160 countries. Both used a numerical scale to differentiate types 
of governance. 
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Figure 4.3 The number of full democracies has dropped from 2008 to 2017. 68

The composite results of the Polity IV Project divide the world’s 
countries into five categories: 

 Full Democracy 33
 Democracy 63
 Anocracy 46
 Autocracy  21
 Total 163

The Economist Intelligence Unit presents a classification of coun-
tries based on four categories:

 Full Democracy  19
 Flawed Democracy  57
 Hybrid  76
 Authoritarian  52
 Total 167
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What is most striking about these tables is the much higher 
number of democracies categorized by Polity than by the EIU – 96 
vs. 76. Looking back over the past decade, this pattern of fewer 
countries receiving a democratic rating in the EIU dataset than in 
the Polity dataset is consistent.

The main explanation for this difference appears to be Polity’s 
narrower focus on governance, including constraints on the ex-
ecutive branch, in calculating its democracy rating, and the EIU’s 
use of a broader set of measures, including those related to civil 
liberties and political culture to classify a country’s rating.

Figure 4.4 The percentage of people living under full democracies has also declined, 
with about half as many people (4.5%) living in a full democracy in 2017 compared 
with 2015 (8.9%). Still, about half of the world’s population live in a full or flawed 
democracy. 68

The EIU draws a significantly more negative conclusion about 
democratic trends than Polity over the last decade. Figure  4.4 
shows a drop in the number of full democracies from 30 in 2008 
to 19 in 2017 based on the EIU’s analysis. This difference appears 
to reflect the broader, democracy-related criteria used by the 
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EIU. At the same time, however, the average governance rating of 
countries by the EIU fluctuates in a narrow range during the same 
time period – dropping from 5.6 to  5.5, (Figure  4.2) based on a 
10-point rating scale. On this scale,  6 represents the lowest score 
for a “flawed democracy.” So, according to the EIU, there has been 
a steep drop in the number of full democracies in the past few 
years, but the average governance rating in the world has stayed 
about the same.

Another difference between these two methodological ap-
proaches is their calculations of the percent of the world’s popu-
lation that lives in democratic countries. The EIU shows a fairly 
steady figure of just below 50% of humans living in democratic 
countries. Polity puts the figure at about 57%. Again, there is a sig-
nificant difference in these ratings explainable primarily through 
Polity’s narrower focus on governance and the EIU’s broader defi-
nition of democracy.

Despite these differences, long-term trends clearly indicate a 
historical shift away from autocracy and toward democracy. The 
variation in recent years is relatively minor when this broader 
context is kept in mind. However, if the current instability and 
slippage related to democratic governance continues over the next 
few years, a new, negative trend away from full democratic gover-
nance may be emerging. But it is too early to draw such a conclu-
sion at this time.

In any case, we have a long way to go before we can conclude 
that the world has become predominantly democratic.
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Chapter 5

Population

We have added the measurement of population growth to the 
2018 edition of the book. Thus, there is no comparison between 
2016 data and 2018 data. 

The world population reached 7.6 billion in 2018.71 According 
to the United Nations, we are on track to slightly exceed 11 billion 
people by 2100.72 

A rising population puts pressure on resources such as food, 
housing, health care, and a range of other goods and services, and 
tends to degrade the air, water, and land on which we depend. 
However, there is a myth about the consequences of an increasing 
world population that is important to note and debunk.

All the way back to Thomas Malthus’ An Essay on the Principle 
of Population,73 published in 1798, and continuing through Paul 
Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb published in 1968,74 and to an array 
of alarmists in the early 21st century,75 there are those who take an 
apocalyptic view of population growth. None of the dire predic-
tions of these prophets of doom have yet come to pass nor are they 
likely to, even if the world population reaches 11 billion in 2100.

That is not to say, however, that we should take lightly the 
United Nations’ projected population growth of almost 45% be-
tween 2018 to 2100. This would not be a scenario for the end of 
human civilization, but it would be a lot less stressful on people 
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and the planet if we were able to attain zero-population growth 
prior to reaching the 11-billion level.

Figure 5.1 Historical and projected global population, with 95% confidence interval. 71

There are several important things that we can do to improve our 
understanding of population trends and to “bend the population 
curve” downward.

The first one is to realize that the projected increase in popu-
lation is an estimate, not a foregone conclusion. Thus, Figure 5.1 
shows a range of trajectories – a high estimate of over 16 million 
people in 2100, the median estimate of about 11 million people, 
and a low estimate of about 7 million people. This is a huge range, 
reflecting the difficulty of estimating trends more than 80 years into 
the future. Many changes will affect the trajectory of the world’s 
population between now and then – including reproductive health 
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education, access to birth control, economic security, and cultural 
changes related to fertility. 

A second factor is that the UN has a historical tendency to over-
estimate population growth. Its 1958 projection for the world’s 
population in 2000 was on the high side by over 200 million 
people.76 One reason for these population projection problems is 
a bias toward underestimating the decline in birth rates.77 Even as-
suming greater sophistication in projection skills in the 21st  cen-
tury, it would not be surprising if the current estimate for 2100 
were on the high side by half-a-billion people.

Figure 5.2 Historical and projected fertility rates.140  

The above two points refer to measurement issues. But, what may 
be far more important factors affecting population growth are 
actions that people around the world take to change their repro-
ductive behavior during the remainder of the century. Figure 5.2 
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shows birth-rate results beginning in 1955 and projected to the 
end of the 21st century.78 The estimates in this graph are based 
on past trends and assumptions about future patterns. But these 
future patterns are things that we as individuals, families, and 
communities all the way up to international organizations will 
determine. We are not preordained to follow the pattern of birth 
rates depicted in the graph.

For example, based on survey data, there are more than 200 
million women and couples who would like to limit the number 
of children they have, but don’t have access to birth control edu-
cation and contraceptives.79 To the extent that improved repro-
ductive health services become much more widely available in the 
next decade or so, there could be a significant reduction in the in-
ternational birthrate. If these services continue to be available, the 
result could very well be a reduction in the number of kids born in 
the 21st century by well over a billion.

There is another behavioral factor at work that may have the 
biggest impact of all on the number of children who are born in 
this century. As people’s standards of living and sense of security 
increase, we tend to have fewer kids. This pattern has been ob-
served in families all over the world. It is often referred to as the 
“demographic transition.” Its explanation is straightforward. In 
a low-income society, children are wealth. They help the family 
earn a living. As children get older, they support their parents. 
But when there is more money and a greater sense of security in 
the household, children often become an economic burden rather 
than a resource. They need healthcare, they need to go to school, 
they are another mouth to feed. As result, the traditional pattern 
of wanting to produce more kids to increase financial security gets 
turned on its head. The result is fewer kids per family. This tran-
sition often occurs very rapidly as a result of improved economic 
circumstances.
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As the quality-of-life data in the 2016 version of this book 
reports, there has been a dramatic reduction in the number of 
people living in extreme poverty in the world. That number has 
been reduced by half from 1990 through 2015. It now stands at 
about 1.6  billion people.80 One of the current UN Sustainable 
Development Goals is to eliminate extreme poverty by 2030.81 If 
this goal is achieved or mostly achieved, the consequence may 
very well be several-hundred-million more women and couples 
deciding to limit the size of their families.

As the above data and analysis show, it is not a given that the 
world’s population will reach 11 billion people by 2100. Many fac-
tors, especially assumptions about our future birth rate, may make 
significant changes in population growth over the next 80+ years. 
It is quite possible that the world will be able to reach zero-popu-
lation growth below 11 billion people before 2100. There will be a 
further discussion and proposed action steps related to this topic 
in Chapter 13.
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Chapter 6

Quality of life

One dictionary definition of quality of life is “the general well-
being of a person or society, defined in terms of health and happi-
ness, rather than wealth.” 82

Given this definition, quality of life is an important aspect of 
the cooperative society. The ability of the large majority of people 
around the world to live healthy, happy lives is a necessary compo-
nent of a good society.

The United Nations Development Programme has been calcu-
lating an annual Human Development Index (HDI) since 1990. 
The index is a composite of life expectancy, education, and in-
come-per-capita indicators. We used the HDI as the primary mea-
sure of worldwide changes in the quality of life in the 2016 edition.

As Figure 6.1 shows, the HDI has improved from about .57 to .71 
over the past 25 years – about a 25 percent increase. Even after ad-
justing for income inequality, there has been a significant upward 
trend in the global quality of life.83 

As a supplemental measure of change in the quality of life, we 
looked at several measures from the United Nations Millennium 
Development Goals over the same time period. Figure 6.2 shows 
that both extreme poverty and the number of deaths of children 
under five were reduced by 50 percent between 1990 and 2015. In 
addition, the number of children not enrolled in school decreased 
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from 100 million to 57 million. The global maternity mortality 
ratio dropped from 382 to 210 per 100,000 live births.84 

Figure 6.1 Selected Millennium Development Goal outcomes.84

2018 update
There is not much new information on quality-of-life issues to 
report in the 2018 edition of this book. The Human Development 
index has not been updated since 2016, and the Sustainable 
Development Goal Program which replaced the Millennium 
Development Goal Program in 2016 is still in the process of 
preparing its annual reporting system.

As a result, we have only one additional HDI report show-
ing that in 2015, there was a minor improvement in the world 
HDI   index  – from .71 to .717 85 – and no new systematic data 
from the Sustainable Development Goal Program. One thing to 
note from the HDI report is that there has been a slower rate of 
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improvement in the last few years compared to the first 20 years 
of measurement.

Despite the dearth of new data, there is clearly a long-term 
trend of improving quality of life around the world since 1990. We 
expect that by the next edition of The Cooperative Society, we will 
have quite a bit of new information that will confirm this long-
term positive trend, or, less likely, throw it into question.

Figure 6.2 The Human Development Index (HDI) world average has grown since 1990. 
From 1990-2000 it grew at 0.71% per year. From 2000-2010 it grew at 0.82% per year. 
From 2010-2015 it grew at 0.61% per year. 85
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Chapter 7

Environment

We could have evaluated a range of ways in which human activity 
has increasingly degraded the planet’s land, air, and water. Instead, 
we chose to focus on two negative impacts humans have had on 
the environment: species extinction (that is, killing off plants and 
animals that otherwise would still be around today), and climate 
change (raising the surface temperature of the earth by increasing 
the amount of carbon dioxide and related greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere).

Species extinction
What is sometimes referred to as the “sixth great extinction” is the 
human-created demise of many of the world’s plant and animal 
species  – estimated by one study to be 1,000 times higher than 
would have occurred without human involvement.86 

The last great extinction occurred about 66 million years ago.87 
At that time dinosaurs and many other plant and animal species 
died off in large numbers. Some scientists attribute this mass ex-
tinction to the aftermath of a large meteor striking the earth, and 
others to a period of high volcanic activity. In both scenarios, the 
atmosphere would have been choked with debris and greenhouse 
gases that would have been the death knell for many of Earth’s 
species.88
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And speaking of greenhouse gases, that is precisely what humans 
have been emitting into the atmosphere in increasing quantities 
since the beginning of the industrial era. Our use of fossil fuels 
to generate energy is the main factor taking a toll on plant and 
animal species today. There are other human-made factors besides 
greenhouse gas emissions that are threatening the planet’s species 
as well. Just to name a few: habitat loss and degradation, overex-
ploitation (hunting, harvesting, poaching, etc.), invasive species, 
and pollution.89 

Figure 7.1 illustrates the increasing number of species that are 
being threatened by extinction since 1996. During that time the 
number of threatened species has increased from about 10,000 to 
over 25,000.90 That’s is a jump of over 150% in about 20 years.91 

Figure 7.1  Red List of Threatened Species. There are an estimated 1,737,000 described 
species. In 2018, 5% (or 94,000) were evaluated for the Red List, and 26,000 (or 28%) 
of these were listed as threatened. For those groups that have been fully or almost fully 
evaluated (mammals, birds, gymnosperms) the percentage of threatened species ranges 
from 13 (birds) to 25 (mammals) to 40 (gymnosperms). The increase in threatened 
species includes both genuine reasons (new threats to species) and non-genuine reasons 
(artefacts of how the numbers have been calculated).90  
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Climate change
In the 2016 edition of The Cooperative Society, we reported on the 
increasing temperature of the earth’s surface from 1890 (soon after 
such data first were reliably collected) to 2015. We chose this envi-
ronmental indicator to illustrate what could become, in the 21st 
century, the worst human-made environmental disaster in the 
history of our species. 

In this edition of the book, we update the information on cli-
mate change to 2017. The increase in temperature over the past 
127 years, as shown in Figure 7.2, provides a stark illustration of 
how quickly we are heating up the surface of the planet.92 The 
biggest culprit is the burning of fossil fuels, which spew carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The con-
sequences are not only warmer temperatures, but also other neg-
ative changes, including increasing droughts, forest fires, rising 
ocean levels, other extreme weather events, and accelerated spe-
cies extinction.93

Note that during the 127-year period for which data have been 
collected, the four warmest years are the last four, 2014-2017. The 
10 warmest years are all since 1998.94 So, the climate continues 
to get hotter, and the list of associated problems continues to get 
worse in the early 21st century. 

In Chapter 14, we return to the topic of the environment, fo-
cusing on actions we can take to limit the damage we are doing 
to it. One topic in particular will be the commitments made by 
195 countries to reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases, and 
how we as individuals and local communities can contribute to 
this goal.
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Figure 7.2 These NASA figures show average temperatures in each year compared with 
the 5-year average in different parts of the globe. Warmer-than-average temperatures 
are represented by yellows and reds. 2015 was the warmest year on record. 92 
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Chapter 8

Cooperative society scorecard

Summary of trends as of 2018
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the trends presented 
in the first seven chapters of the book, to provide an overview of 
whether or not we humans are moving toward or away from a 
more cooperative society, and to identify a set of targets for prog-
ress on these measures to be achieved by 2030. The seven measures 
presented in this section of the book provide mixed evidence for 
whether or not we are transitioning to the cooperative society. 

1. The economic power of large corporations is highly 
concentrated. 
Large for-profit corporations continue to dominate the 
world economy which means they have a dispropor-
tionate impact on the decision-making that affects our 
lives and the health of the environment. As an illustra-
tion, the largest 2,000 publicly traded companies account 
for only 4% of all listed companies, but had a combined 
revenue of almost half the gross world product.

2. Wealth and income are very unequally distributed. 
The gap between wealthy and high-income individuals 
and households and the rest of us is in fact a chasm. One 
of the most telling statistic in Chapter 2 is that the increase 
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in the wealth of billionaires between 2016 and 2017 was 
big enough to eradicate worldwide extreme poverty seven 
times over.

3.  The level of conflict around the world has dropped 
dramatically since the middle of the 20th century. 
War deaths have decreased dramatically since the end of 
World War II, and homicides are down sharply since the 
beginning of the 21st century when systematic worldwide 
data was first collected. In 2016, war deaths were esti-
mated at a little over one per 100,000 population per year, 
compared to over 20 deaths per 100,000 in the first half 
of the 20th century. Between 2000 and 2016, the rate of 
worldwide homicides per 100,000 decreased from nine to 
a little over five.

4.  Democracy has increased significantly since the beginning of 
the 20th century. 
The number of democracies and the number of people 
living in democracies have grown, especially since the 
mid-20th century. According to one source, there are 
now 76 democracies (out of 167 countries), representing 
almost half of the world’s population.

5. The rating of population change is neutral. 
The worldwide birthrate has been slowing steadily over 
the last several decades. However, current UN projections 
are that the population will grow from about 7.6 billion in 
2018 to 11.1 billion in 2100. If we can slow the growth rate 
by improving incomes, health security, and knowledge 
about, and access to, birth control, we should be able to 
reach zero population growth before the end of the 21st 
century.
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6. Quality of life has improved since 1990. 
Both the Human Development Index and progress on the 
UN Millennium Development Goals indicate that fewer 
people around the world are living in extreme poverty, 
and that a variety of health and education indicators are 
also improving. The UN Sustainable Development Goals 
Program is intended to continue these improvements 
from 2016 through 2030. 

7. Our despoliation of the environment may pose the biggest 
threat of all to our species and planet.
The largest of these negative impacts is our continued 
dumping of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 
into the atmosphere. The surface temperatures of the 
earth in 2014-2017 were the four warmest since reliable 
measurement began in the late 1800s. The Paris Climate 
Change Agreement is intended to reduce these green-
house gas emissions between now and 2030. We will 
monitor how this works out.

Combined impact of the seven measures on move-
ment toward a cooperative society
Using a simple additive approach, the “score” of these measures is:

• 3 negatives – concentrated economic power, unequal distribution 
of wealth and income, and damage to the environment

• 3 positives – reduced conflict, increased democracy, and improved 
quality of life

• 1 neutral – population growth

Thus, in some ways, we are moving toward a more cooperative 
society. In other ways, we aren’t. And in terms of population 
change, there is no clear pattern yet.
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2030 targets
We have set a target for each measure to be achieved by 2030. 
Each target is intended to indicate progress to be achieved by that 
year. This approach is similar to the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals and the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement, both of which 
have 2030 targets.

Measure 2030 Target
1. Economic power Reduction of the combined revenue of the Forbes 

2000 as a percentage of GWP from 43% in 2016 to 
under 40% in 2030 

2.  Wealth and  
income inequality

Wealthiest 10% to decline from 90% ownership of 
all wealth in 2016 to 80% in 2030 

3. Conflict Two targets:  
a.  Reduction in battle deaths to fewer than 1 per 

100,000
 b. Homicides reduced to 4 per 100,000

4. Democracy 55% of the world’s population living in democratic 
countries, an increase from 50% in 2016 

5. Population World population of 8.5 billion in 2030 instead of 
UN-projected 8.6 billion

6. Quality of life Human Development Index of .80, increased from 
2015 level of .72 

7. Environment The temperature of the earth’s surface between 
1.5°C and 2°C above the pre-industrial level

The next section of the book, C. Taking action, outlines actions 
that we as individuals, communities, countries, and international 
organizations can take to realize the targets summarized above, 
and move closer to the creation of a cooperative society.
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Taking action

As human beings, we have the power to shape the world in which 
we live. Because of this ability, we can act strategically to evolve 
into a more humane society.

We can take actions to reinforce the positive trends and to 
counter the negative ones identified in Chapters 1 through 7. The 
recommendations in Chapters 9 through 15 primarily focus on 
changes we can make by 2030, the target dates for both the Paris 
Accord on Climate Change and the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals. 

The process of change starts with each of us as individuals. We 
may feel powerless to make positive changes in the world. But we 
aren’t. 

Think about all the ways we interact with one another. We are 
family members, students, workers, unemployed, or retired. We 
have friends and neighbors. We live in a community. Depending 
on the country in which we live, we have the power to cast a mean-
ingful vote. We are consumers. We may have funds to invest or 
time to volunteer. We may have one or more causes that we care 
about – for example, healthcare, an environmental issue, or some-
thing else. We may be a volunteer for a local activity  – feeding 
the hungry, providing assistance to the elderly, tutoring kids, or 
another activity.
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Every one of the roles we play in our communities presents op-
portunities for changing the world – not necessarily on a grand 
scale, but in small ways. Small changes add up.

Three recent examples
Malala Yousafzai, a Pakistani high school student 

At the age of 15, Malala Yousafzai, a Pakistani high school student, 
was gravely wounded in an assassination attempt because of her 
activities in support of female education. She survived the attack 
and went on to form the Malala Fund, “…working for a world 
where every girl can learn and lead without fear.” She was the 
youngest recipient ever to receive the Nobel Peace Prize, in 2014.95

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, Parkland, Florida
Seventeen students were killed at a high school in Parkland, 
Florida, in February 2018. What was the student response? To 
organize protests in favor of stricter gun laws to reduce the like-
lihood of this type of tragedy happening again. They didn’t just 
organize in their own community; they and other students orga-
nized protests in dozens of cities around the country, including 
Washington, D.C. Within the next few weeks, Florida and three 
other states passed laws limiting access to guns, at least in part due 
to the Parkland student activism.96 

The #MeToo Movement 
The #MeToo Movement, founded by Tarana Burke in 2006, 
skyrocketed in visibility beginning in October 2017 after dozens 
of women publicly accused Harvey Weinstein, a famous movie 
producer, of sexually abusing them. Several months later, thou-
sands of women in the United States and in other countries have 
been outing sexual predators under the banner of the MeToo 
hashtag. In many cases the accused are losing their jobs and being 
tried for their offenses.97, 98, 99 
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In all three of these examples, a small number of people took 
action. These initial steps became the basis for large-scale efforts 
for reform.

The following chapters provide examples of how we can take 
action to make improvements in all aspects of society analyzed in 
Chapters 1 through 7.
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Chapter 9

Decentralize economic power 

Increasing democracy and accountability in economic deci-
sion-making can be pursued in a variety of ways: Patronizing 
locally owned small businesses; supporting social enterprises 
that put service before profit; decreasing the economic and polit-
ical power of large, for-profit businesses; and strengthening and 
creating businesses that are democratically controlled by their 
members.

1. Grow cooperative businesses
The data presented in Chapter 1 indicate that the number of 
cooperatives in the world is approaching three million, and the 
number of co-op memberships is about two billion. We believe 
that there are numerous opportunities to create additional co-ops 
and to double the number of cooperative memberships by 2030. 
To achieve this expansion, we’ve identified six opportunities: 

• Get involved. 
Join a co-op. Form a co-op. Play an active role in a co-op. 
For example, hundreds of millions of people around the 
world have access to credit unions (and similar financial 
co-ops) and insurance co-ops and mutuals. Services at 
these co-ops are usually as affordable as, or less expensive 
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than, their non-co-op competitors. So, join one. If you 
don’t have easy access to one, explore the possibility of 
working with a group of people to establish a branch or 
form a new one. Check out the Co-opLaw e-resource 
library online for ideas and information.100 

• Improve measurement of co-ops and co-op performance. 
Without systematically measuring the number of coop-
eratives and related variables over time, it is not possible 
to tell whether the co-op movement is increasing or 
decreasing in size and sustainability. This lack of informa-
tion creates a fundamental problem. How can we increase 
the role of co-ops in the world if we don’t know how many 
there are or what they are doing? Good data and analysis 
are prerequisites to good planning. Research on co-ops, 
including a periodic, global census, is a necessity for effec-
tively planning their long-term growth.

A high priority for the co-op movement should be the 
support, development, and use of such measures. The 
Committee for the Promotion and Advancement of 
Cooperatives (COPAC) has recently begun a process to 
fill this measurement gap.101 

• Improve the legal and regulatory environment for co-ops. 
The quality of cooperative laws, regulations, and regula-
tory systems varies dramatically from one country to the 
next. All countries should have co-op laws, regulations, 
and enforcement practices that are consistent with the 
seven cooperative principles.102 

The Cooperative Law Committee of the International 
Co-operative Alliance explores ways to improve co-op 
laws and regulations throughout the world. It holds inter-
national forums and other activities on this topic.103 
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• Strengthen community-level, national, and international 
support for cooperatives. 

Because co-ops are democratically controlled businesses 
that are designed to meet the needs of their members and 
their communities, one would think they would be treated 
as a strategic complement to government programs and 
community-development initiatives. However, there is 
tremendous variation in the extent to which this comple-
mentary relationship exists in practice. Strengthening 
the connection between co-ops and their communities is 
already one of the seven cooperative principles. However, 
improving this community connection needs to become 
a higher priority for co-ops and their apex organiza-
tions in the years ahead, building on such initiatives as 
the International Co-operative Alliance’s “Blueprint for a 
Cooperative Decade.”104 

• Improve cooperative development and financial assistance.
Cooperatives don’t start themselves. They usually need 
outside help in order to develop business plans, secure 
financing, and operate effectively. However, there are 
far too few cooperative development organizations and 
co-op-oriented financial institutions, especially in devel-
oping countries, to carry out these startup and support 
services.105 Technical assistance providers themselves 
need organizational, legal, financial, and training support. 
Some of this can come from within the established co-op 
community, but there is an important role for govern-
mental and foundation support, as well. Development 
assistance is often the missing link between a good co-op 
business opportunity and the establishment of a co-op to 
address that opportunity.
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• Develop targeted strategies for co-op sectors, countries, and 
job creation opportunities. 

Doubling the number of co-op memberships by 2030 can 
happen only if the factors such as better measurement; 
improved legal environments; community, governmental, 
and international support; and ongoing cooperative devel-
opment assistance all increase dramatically. 

In addition, we need to think strategically about where 
to focus development resources. For example, insur-
ance co-ops and mutuals and financial cooperatives, 
have shown systematic development strategies that have 
resulted in significant growth over the past few years. The 
same type of approach should be applied in other co-op 
sectors. 

The expansion of cooperative businesses – especially the doubling 
of cooperative memberships  – won’t just happen. It has to be 
planned, funded, implemented, evaluated, and revised between 
now and 2030. For this to happen, the International Co-operative 
Alliance and others in the co-op community should take the lead 
development role.

For more ideas, see “Cooperative business opportunities” in the 
appendix. 

2. Expand social enterprises
As we discussed in Chapter 1, social enterprises are businesses 
that put services before profit. Some co-ops meet the definition of 
social enterprises. Many of the points mentioned above apply to 
social enterprises as well as to co-ops. 

We can support the formation and operation of these businesses 
in our communities. For example, a number of these enterprises 
are involved in recycling and reusing clothing, building materials, 
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furniture, and other items. We can support them by donating, by 
purchasing, by volunteering, and in other ways.

3. Large for-profit corporations
When it comes to big businesses and politics, money talks – and 
it has a very loud voice. The business lobby in Washington, D.C., 
has a budget that is greater than those of both the U.S. Senate and 
House of Representatives combined.106 Ultimately, the voices of 
voters and their elected representatives are the best way to coun-
terbalance the economic and political power of big business  – 
within countries and internationally.

To what extent is this likely to happen in the next 12 years?
One encouraging fact is that something similar has happened 

before. At the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, the U.S. economy was dominated by what were then called 
“trusts” – monopolies and oligopolies of large corporations that 
distorted the operation of the market. Beginning with the Sherman 
Antitrust Act of 1890, and followed by additional legislation over 
several decades, “trust busting” broke up and reduced the power 
of these corporations.107 

Today, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission is charged with pre-
venting “mergers and acquisitions that are likely to reduce compe-
tition and lead to higher prices, lower-quality goods or services, or 
less innovation.”108 

The challenge is different today from what it was 100 years ago. 
Anticompetitive behavior is still a problem around the world. But 
the domination of the world economy by large corporations in the 
early 21st century is not just a matter of unfair competition. The 
primary threat comes from the simple fact that the profit-moti-
vated decisions of these giant businesses often wreak havoc on our 
social, economic, and environmental well-being. 

We saw in the Great Recession, which officially lasted from 
December 2007 to June 2009, how a few large banks had the power 
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to put the entire international economy into crisis because of their 
reckless behavior in creating highly leveraged investment instru-
ments tied to subprime mortgages. When the housing bubble 
burst in the United States, the value of these instruments plum-
meted, leaving the banks and global investors holding worthless 
or near-worthless paper.109 For example, the banks of Iceland vir-
tually bankrupted the country’s economy, in large part because of 
their heavy investment in subprime-mortgage derivatives.110 

Also, in order to protect their profits, many large fossil-fuel com-
panies have consistently downplayed the impact of carbon diox-
ide and other human-caused greenhouse-gas emissions on global 
temperatures and related adverse climate changes. These denials, 
and the lobbying that has accompanied them, have slowed the 
response of the U.S. and the international community to the cli-
mate-change crisis. This slow response has meant greater damage 
to the planet’s ecology and much higher costs for remediating that 
damage. The primary reason for the delays and higher costs: bol-
stering the short-term profits of fossil-fuel companies. 

This is not unlike the denials by the tobacco companies during 
the last half of the 20th century that cigarettes and other tobacco 
products cause cancer. These decades of stonewalling have re-
sulted in tens, possibly hundreds, of millions more deaths than 
would have occurred had regulatory actions and warnings to the 
public begun earlier.111 

The underlying problem is that basing decision-making in the 
world economy on the self-interest of large corporations has the 
effect of bombarding us with one environmental, social, and eco-
nomic crisis after another.

This paradigm has to change – which takes us back to the ques-
tion of how to curb the size and power of these corporations. We 
need a new set of antitrust laws on a country-by-country basis and 
on a world scale. And we need enforcement of these laws.
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Wresting control of the international economy from big busi-
ness will not occur in one sweeping action. It will take hundreds 
of small steps – popular protest movements, country-by-country 
legislation, and international agreements – to put the well-being of 
people and the planet ahead of profits. 

All of the following mechanisms will need to come into play:
More stringent regulations that prevent and punish anti-com-

petitive behavior and require corporations to internalize costs of 
doing business that now are dumped on the rest of us, such as 
greenhouse-gas emissions and other pollutants; health costs re-
lated to smoking, obesity, and other unhealthy problems fostered 
by some companies; and financial consequences of disrupting in-
ternational markets.

Elimination of tax havens and other international 
tax-avoidance schemes. These actions, which will require inter-
national cooperation to address, apply to wealthy individuals as 
well as corporations.

Graduated corporate income taxes based on the size and 
profitability of businesses. This would serve as a disincentive for 
businesses to become too large.

Strict limits on corporate involvement in lobbying and the 
electoral process. The structure of these limitations will vary from 
country to country. In the United States, one of the most egregious 
problems is the ability of large businesses and other incorporated 
entities to pour virtually unlimited amounts of money into influ-
encing political campaigns. For example, the 2010 Supreme Court 
ruling in favor of Citizens United, a conservative organization that 
had challenged limits on political advertising, affirmed this kind 
of corporate spending as a right of “free speech.” Overturning this 
Supreme Court decision will require either a reversal by a future 
Supreme Court or a constitutional amendment.112 
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We also can learn from the lessons provided by countries that 
historically have done a better job of keeping economic and po-
litical inequalities at a low level – the Scandinavian countries, for 
example.113 In addition, on an international scale, trade and aid 
policies by more-progressive countries can be used to provide 
incentives to, and impose sanctions on, countries that foster in-
equality, authoritarian rule, and/or carry out other domestic poli-
cies harmful to their citizens.
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Chapter 10

Reduce inequality in household 
income and wealth

What can we as individuals do to reduce income and wealth 
inequality? At first glance, it seems like an insurmountable task. 
The only way that it becomes achievable is that we work with 
others to reform the tax systems and spending priorities of our 
elected officials. For some of us who don’t live in democracies, a 
prior step to tax and spending reform is organizing for the right to 
fair elections and accountable leaders.

Thomas Piketty received broad international attention for his 
book, Capitalism in the Twenty-First Century, first published in 
2013, in which he analyzed wealth and income around the world, 
especially during the latter half of the 20th century and the be-
ginning of the 21st century. His analysis concluded that the main 
cause of worsening inequality is the greater ability to increase 
future wealth through the investment of current wealth, rather 
than through wages and salaries. He recommended that the best 
way to reduce the concentration of wealth would be to tax it uni-
formly in all countries of the world.114 

Such a joint world-wide taxation scheme does not appear to be 
a realistic option. However, on a country-by-country basis, voters 
and elected officials can institute progressive tax reform that 
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eventually would approximate the kind of worldwide impact that 
Piketty calls for.

Voting for progressive tax reform is the primary recommen-
dation of this chapter, and the most effective way to reduce with-
in-country inequality. The underlying principle is that the higher 
your income and the greater your wealth, the higher proportion of 
income and wealth taxes you should pay.

Within a country, the taxation system and the array of eco-
nomic- and social-support programs are the key factors that in-
fluence income and wealth inequality. Progressive income and 
wealth taxes reduce the gap between the rich and the rest of us. At 
the same time, they generate revenue that can be used to improve 
the economic conditions of a large majority of citizens through a 
variety of means: access to affordable health care; education; food 
and housing assistance payments; and retirement benefits. Several 
northern European countries have done a very good job of cre-
ating societies with relatively low inequality and a high quality of 
life, with progressive taxes playing a key role.115 

International and between-country inequality is a more difficult 
problem to address. How do we go about reducing the inequality 
between the citizens of France and those of Burkina Faso? Part of 
the answer derives from trade and aid policies between the two 
countries. Do their trade agreements provide reasonable access by 
Burkina Faso to French markets? Does the aid relationship better 
prepare Burkina Faso and its citizens to compete in the interna-
tional marketplace?

These types of questions need to be asked for all kinds of bilat-
eral and multilateral relationships between and among poor coun-
tries and wealthy ones. There is no “one-size-fits-all” answer.

Even with international trade and aid issues, we as individuals 
play a role, particularly as voters who emphasize the election of 
leaders with progressive agendas related to the world economy. 
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We as individuals can also affect inequality on an international 
level by the way we choose to consume goods and services. For 
example, there are “certified” agricultural and other products that 
are produced by farmers and workers in developing countries for 
which they are paid a fair percentage of the value of their products. 
When we shop, we can purchase these products,116 and, if they are 
not available, we can encourage our co-ops and other retailers to 
carry them.

The Commitment to Development Index ranks 27 of the 
wealthiest countries in terms of a variety of aid- and trade-related 
measures. In 2017, Denmark ranked first in terms of the overall 
impact of its policies on developing countries. France was fourth, 
the UK was 7th and the U.S., the richest country in the world, was 
a lowly 23rd. Japan was the worst at 27th.117 

This type of index measures and reports comparative perfor-
mance. There is no enforcement power behind the evaluations, 
although the ranking system can be used to shame the poor-per-
forming countries into increasing their fairness, generosity, and 
effectiveness. 

It is worth considering a more robust use of this and similar 
rating systems. An international-development certification pro-
gram could be used to provide incentives and sanctions based on 
each country’s rating. The program could be divided into several 
categories related to the development level of the country being 
evaluated, for example, using a measure of gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) per capita. The ratings of high-GDP countries would 
emphasize measures similar to the Commitment to Development 
Index. Countries with low GDP per capita would feature variables 
that indicate how effectively they use trade and aid assistance. 
These measures would include past performance on develop-
ment projects, level of corruption, level of democracy, and similar 
measures. 
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Chapter 11

Reduce conflict

Homicides
There is a huge variation around the world in annual rates of 
homicide. The highest rates occur in countries involved in drug 
production and transportation. Gangs often attempt to kill each 
other off, forcibly recruit young people, and cause collateral 
damage. Many of the migrants attempting to enter the United 
States through Mexico in the spring and summer of 2018 were 
fleeing gang violence in Honduras, Nicaragua, and El Salvador. 
The United States would be far better off working with these coun-
tries to reduce the drug problem rather than using draconian 
measures to keep these migrants out of the country.

The U.S. has its own homicide problem. It is the only developed 
country in the world that has a lax gun-control program, and, not 
surprisingly, also has the highest homicide rate among developed 
countries.118 Thus, in the U.S., the best way to reduce homicides in 
the long term is to restrict access to guns, especially handguns and 
assault-style weapons. There is a myth that banning assault-style 
weapons is the key to solving the problem. However, the vast ma-
jority of homicides were committed using handguns.119 

However, politicians have been reluctant to put limitations on 
gun ownership in the United States, partly because of contribu-
tions from the National Rifle Association, and partly because there 
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is a warped value in the U.S. that the “right to bear arms” somehow 
means that any restriction on gun ownership is an infringement 
on a constitutional right. As voters, U.S. citizens can demonstrate 
that owning a gun and the type of gun one owns need to be bal-
anced with other human rights.

What can we do to reduce homicides in our own neighborhoods 
and communities? With or without guns, most homicides occur 
between family members or between other people who know each 
other. We can encourage people who are experiencing domestic 
abuse to seek out help. We can do the same with friends and ac-
quaintances who are abusing drugs and alcohol. It is also a big 
help if there is a positive police presence in the community where 
people feel comfortable interacting with them. Unfortunately, in 
some neighborhoods there is a strong antagonistic relationship 
between police and community members rather than one based 
on a shared goal of making life peaceful and secure. Elected offi-
cials, police, and local residents can all work to achieve the latter 
goal. In the bigger picture, this cooperative approach will reduce 
violence.

War and genocide
As the data in Chapter 3 show, there is a significant trend toward 
fewer deaths from conflict from the first half of the 20th century 
through the early 21st century. This is despite the Rwanda geno-
cide in 1994 and the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria in the 
first part of the 21st century. Over 100 million people died during 
the First and Second World Wars. The number of deaths after 
World War II peaked in 1950 at over 500,000, primarily a result of 
the Korean War. The number in 2016 was under 100,000 deaths, 
most as a result of the war in Syria. 

There are still far too many war deaths in recent years, but the 
death rate is much lower than the 20th-century average. What can 
we do to bring the number down further?
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Much of the violence in the world today centers on the Middle 
East and Afghanistan, and involves a combination of sectarian 
conflict, primarily between Sunni and Shia factions of Islam, 
within and between countries; a proliferation of terrorist organi-
zations (which overlaps with the conflicts within Islam); and pop-
ular protests to move from authoritarian to more democratic rule. 

Developed countries, most notably the United States, have been 
active in attempting to assist the Afghan government to defeat or 
reach a political settlement with the Taliban. Developed coun-
tries have invaded Iraq and then attempted to help transform that 
country into a democracy, and they have played a support role in 
attempting to oust the Assad regime in Syria. As of this writing, 
none of these interventions is going very well, although ISIS has 
lost most of its foothold in Syria and Iraq.

Outside military intervention clearly has not yet led to increased 
stability or democracy in this region. What will? Following are 
four ideas on this question:

• Political and religious reform must be led from within the region 
and within specific countries of the region, not imposed from 
outside� 

• As democratically oriented protests transition into fledgling democ-
racies – Tunisia, for example – they need to receive economic and 
political support from developed countries�

• Middle Eastern countries with authoritarian regimes should receive 
incentives from the West to increase human rights and democracy, 
coupled with trade and aid restrictions if they continue to operate 
as internally oppressive regimes and/or as aggressors against other 
countries�

• Learn from recent history that military intervention has not been a 
very successful route to democracy�

The sanctions against Iran by European Union countries and the 
U.S. played a major role in securing a commitment by Iran to 
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cease its development of nuclear weapons.120 However, in 2018, 
President Trump announced his intention to withdraw the United 
States from this agreement. Thus, it is not clear what will happen 
next.

Similar incentives and sanctions can help to reduce conflict and 
increase democracy in other parts of the world as well, for exam-
ple, the end of apartheid in South Africa in the early 1990s.121 
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Chapter 12

Expand democracy

From the data presented in Chapter 4, we learned that between 
46% and 59% (depending on which organization is doing the 
analysis) out of about 165 countries have full or “flawed” democ-
racies. Again, depending on the source, between 50 and 57% of 
the world’s population lives in democratic countries. In either 
case, this represents a huge increase in democracy from the 
beginning of the 20th century. At that time, there were only an 
estimated 10  democracies.

So, how do we expand democracy into the rest of the world?
There has been a groundswell of populist movements in the past 

few years calling for increased accountability by political leaders 
and economic elites. These include the Arab Awakening in over a 
dozen countries in North Africa and the Middle East in 2010 and 
the decades-long democracy struggle in Myanmar. There have 
been similar, if less visible, movements worldwide. But it has not 
proven easy to transition from protest movement to the formation 
of a democratic government. Of the 12 or so movements that were 
part of the Arab Awakening, only the one in Tunisia has resulted 
in the formation of a democratic government, to date.

History shows that the transition from authoritarianism to de-
mocracy usually is not quick or easy. On the other hand, it also 
shows that, measured over the past century, the transition has 
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occurred on a dramatic scale. Democracy also has tended to grow 
in fits and starts. For example: the immediate post-World War  II 
period, the emergence of former colonial countries in the late 
1950s through early ʼ70s, and the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
in the late 1980s and early ʼ90s.

As individuals, we have the power to protest and to vote in sup-
port of increased democracy in our own countries and abroad.

Democratization can be accelerated in other countries by the 
policies of governments and economic leaders in democratic 
countries. Some developed countries, for example the members of 
the European Union, include criteria for democracy and human 
rights in their trade and aid policies. In other words, they use their 
economic and political relationships with other countries to pro-
vide incentives for democracy, and sanctions against repression.122 
Those of us who live in democratic, developed countries can vote 
for elected officials who support both domestic and international 
democracy.

There are other ways that we, as individuals, can “vote” for de-
mocracy  – that is by the way we make decisions as consumers, 
financial donors, and volunteers. We can join boycotts of goods 
that are produced in ways that are not respectful of human rights 
and democracy. We can also support the purchase of food prod-
ucts and other items from developing countries that are produced 
under “fair-trade” or similar agreements. We can also donate to 
causes that support democracy and volunteer our time to support 
them. As mentioned in an earlier example, there was a boycott of 
South African products that lasted over 40 years until apartheid 
ended in the early 1990s.123 

For democratization to succeed, however, as we saw in the Arab 
Awakening, there must be strong support for it within the coun-
tries that are attempting to achieve it. In some cases, as in South 
Africa, the base of support for democracy must be built up over 
decades.
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Most of us are unaware that China has had a national policy 
since 1998 of having villagers elect their local councils through 
secret ballots. About two-thirds of Chinese adults are eligible to 
vote in these elections. This local-level democracy by no means 
indicates that China is on the verge of democratic elections at the 
national level. However, during the next 10 to 20 years, this local 
electoral process may lead to a greater role for democracy in the 
country.124 Since China is home to almost 20 percent of the world’s 
population, such a transition would be an extraordinary leap for-
ward for democracy.
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Chapter 13

Reduce population growth

At the rate of growth projected by the United Nations, the world 
population will grow from about 7.6 billion in 2018 to 8.6 billion in 
2030. As we pointed out in Chapter 5, there is nothing immutable 
about this growth rate. There are many things that we as individ-
uals, communities, countries, and international organizations can 
do to “bend the curve” downward.

In Chapter 9, we set a goal of reducing the rate of population 
growth over the next 12 years by 10%, so that instead of having 8.6 
billion people on the planet, we would have 8.5 billion.

How might we go about achieving this goal? 
Let’s consider this five-part strategy:

1. Provide more education on reproductive health. 
The World Health Organization has identified inadequate 
access by teenagers to reproductive health education as a 
key health and population problem, especially in devel-
oping countries. Consequences of a lack of knowledge 
by adolescents about birth control and other aspects of 
reproductive health include: unwanted teen pregnancies, 
unsafe abortions, and an increase in sexually-transmitted 
diseases.125 
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2. Increase access to birth control. 
The first thing to recognize is that survey data show that 
over 200 million women and couples who currently don’t 
have access to contraceptives, would like to have access.126 
Note that if each one of these individuals and couples 
had one fewer child as a result of greater availability of 
contraceptives in the next 12 years, this would translate 
into 200 million fewer children by 2030. This change alone 
would result in a reduction of the world’s population in 
2030 from 8.6 billion to 8.4 billion – twice the reduction 
of our projected goal. 

3. Eliminate extreme poverty. 
One of the quality-of-life goals reviewed in Chapter 6 
is the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal to 
eliminate extreme poverty by 2030. This is also a popula-
tion goal because when people’s economic conditions are 
improved, they tend to have fewer children.

4. Increase incomes for those above the extreme poverty line.
As with the elimination of extreme poverty, increased 
financial security farther up the economic chain also 
results in reduced birth rates.

5. Improve other aspects of the social safety net. 
It is not just increased economic security that has an 
impact on reducing population growth. There is a range 
of factors associated with increased well-being that have 
an impact on reducing birth rates – for example improved 
access to health care services, social security systems, and 
other improvements in social conditions.

It’s one thing to list a variety of ways to reduce the rate of popula-
tion growth, and another to implement such changes. However, by 
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dovetailing with already-established programs such as the World 
Health Organization’s reproductive health initiatives, the Gates 
Foundation, and the Sustainable Development Goal program of 
the United Nations, a 10% reduction in the birth rate by 2030 is a 
realistic goal. 
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Chapter 14

Improve the quality  
of people’s lives 

How can we as individuals take on the monumental task of making 
life better for almost 8 billion people around the world? For the 
most part, by taking small actions as citizens, voters, members of 
religious and nonprofit organizations, and consumers. Through 
these roles we can take actions to support the right of people in 
every country to have decent lives in keeping with the United 
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (summarized in 
Section B of the book).

As citizens, we can express our views on universal human rights. 
As voters, we can work to elect political leaders who are commit-
ted to a decent standard of living for all. As members of religious 
and nonprofit organizations, we can donate time and money in 
furtherance of human rights. As consumers, we can make choices 
in what we purchase that benefit low-income producers and work-
ers (for example products that are certified Fair Trade).

The quality-of-life data presented in Chapter 6 reveal that there 
has been significant worldwide progress on several key quali-
ty-of -life measures in the past 25 years. The Human Development 
Index has improved by almost 25 percent since 1990. Even when 
adjusting for inequality by country, there has been substantial 
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improvement. Performance on the Millennium Development 
Goals over the same time period also has been positive. For exam-
ple, both extreme poverty and deaths of children under five years 
old were reduced by about half.

Despite indications of progress, there is still a long way to go 
to achieve an adequate quality of life for the world’s 7.6 billion 
inhabitants. In 2015, the members of the United Nations unani-
mously approved the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 
as a follow-up to the Millennium Development Goals.127 This UN 
initiative runs from 2016 to 2030. It contains 17 goals divided 
into 169 measurable targets. For example, the first and probably 
most ambitious, is “to end poverty in all its forms everywhere.” 
The measurement of this goal is based on the elimination of ex-
treme poverty, which is currently defined as $1.90 per day (based 
on 2011 dollars). Put another way, it is “the inability to meet basic 
consumption needs on a sustainable basis.”128 

Even though these goals are ambitious, the successful track 
record of the Millennium Development Goals provides evidence 
that this new initiative for improving the quality of life on a world-
wide scale has good potential.

However, it is still too early to tell whether or not there have 
been measurable benefits from the follow-up of the Sustainable 
Development Goals program. By the next edition of the book, we 
should be able to provide a progress report on this program.
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Chapter 15

Create a more sustainable 
environment

1. Reduce global warming

International and national levels
The Agenda for Sustainable Development wasn’t the only his-

toric agreement reached by the United Nations in 2015.129 UN 
members also adopted the Paris Agreement on Climate Change in 
December of that year.130 

Scheduled to take effect in 2020, almost every country in the 
world is developing plans to reduce their greenhouse-gas emis-
sions to prevent the surface temperature of the world from in-
creasing by more than 2°C above its pre-industrial level by 2030 
and, preferably, limiting the increase to 1.5° C.131 This reduction 
in emissions is intended to avoid catastrophic consequences in 
global warming and related severe weather events. 

The major exception to adherence to this agreement is the 
United States, which has announced that it will pull out of the 
agreement in 2020. However, a coalition of U.S. states, cities, busi-
nesses, universities, and others has formed an organization called 
We Are Still In. They intend to meet the goals for reduced green-
house-gas emissions that the federal government has abdicated. 132
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The Paris Agreement on Climate Change is a decentralized 
one, in which each country is planning and implementing its own 
set of strategies for reducing and offsetting emissions. There are 
risks in such an approach, because there is no guarantee that all 
countries will make good-faith or effective efforts to address cli-
mate-change problems. On the other hand, given the international 
politics surrounding issues related to global warming, this agree-
ment was probably the only option that could have received unan-
imous approval. 

On the positive side, there will be careful international moni-
toring of the effects of each country’s climate-change strategy, and 
in 2023 and 2028, national climate-change plans will be revised to 
increase the likelihood that the goal of limiting the surface tem-
perature of the world to between 1.5°C and 2°C above the prein-
dustrial level will be achieved by 2030. 

Individual and local actions
What can we as individuals do to create a more sustainable en-

vironment? Unlike improving the quality of life for people around 
the world, discussed in Chapter 14, there are a number of rela-
tively simple, straightforward things that we can do to make the 
planet more habitable for humans and other species.

A lot of these things have to do with the way we live our every-
day lives, especially the ways in which we consume, use, waste, 
and throw away things of value. Some of the categories in which 
we can improve our respectfulness of the environment are buying 
and consuming food carefully; using and not abusing energy in 
our homes and businesses and in our transportation choices; and 
recycling, reusing, and repurposing the goods that we no longer 
use.

For example, many of us who live in developed countries buy 
vehicles that are bigger than we need and that are “gas-guzzlers.” 
Fortunately, we have an increasing ability to purchase more 
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energy-efficient transportation such as fuel-efficient, hybrid, and 
electric vehicles. (One of the authors drives a Chevy Volt that gets 
the equivalent of over 80 miles of gasoline to the gallon. The other 
has a Toyota Prius that averages over 40 miles to the gallon, and an 
all-electric Nissan Leaf that doesn’t use any gas at all.)

Even more energy-efficient than these options are biking and 
walking from home to work and other destinations. Also, depend-
ing on where we live, public transportation is a cheap and low-en-
ergy way to get from place to place.

Energy efficiency in homes and other buildings can have a huge 
impact on the consumption of electricity and natural gas. By com-
bining more than one energy-efficiency technique (for example 
using LED light bulbs and appliances rated for their low-energy 
use) a household can reduce its energy usage and expenses by 
half.133 

And, some of us can use renewable energy rather than fos-
sil-fuel-based energy for heating and cooling our homes and 
other buildings, and for charging our plug-in vehicles. (One of the 
authors had solar panels installed on his home before he moved 
into an apartment. With a fairly small solar array, he reduced the 
cost of his annual electricity consumption by $600.) There is also 
a growing phenomenon called community-based solar power, 
in which solar arrays are constructed to serve a community or 
neighborhood. 

There are about 1 billion people, mostly living in developing 
countries, who do not have access to electricity. A decentralized 
network of solar mini-grids could serve many of these people at a 
relatively low cost and without spewing carbon dioxide into the at-
mosphere.134 The rapidly decreasing cost of solar and wind energy, 
and battery-storage systems, have made these energy sources as 
reliable as fossil-fuel options and at costs competitive with fos-
sil-fuel options, including natural gas.135 
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2. Limit species extinction
Climate change is a key factor threatening the survival of thou-
sands of plant and animal species. Thus, to the extent that we are 
successful in limiting the increase in the earth’s surface tempera-
ture, we will also reduce the rate of species extinction.

However, as we saw in Chapter 7, greenhouse-gas emissions 
are one of many causes of species extinction. Others include hab-
itat loss and degradation, overexploitation (hunting, harvesting, 
poaching, etc.), invasive species, and pollution.

We humans are responsible for most of these other factors that 
are threatening so many of the earth’s species. An important take-
away from the diverse causes of species extinction is that address-
ing problems of climate change alone does not solve the extinction 
problem. 

For example, we continue to destroy forests, especially in trop-
ical areas, that are home to hundreds of thousands of plant and 
animal species. According to FAO (the United Nations Food and 
Agricultural Organization) we destroyed 129 million hectares of 
forests between 1990 and 2015. A piece of good news is that we 
have cut in half the deforestation rate during this time period.136 
(One hectare is equal to 2.5 acres or 10,000 square meters.)

We should keep in mind that creating a more sustainable envi-
ronment will require changes in human behavior on many levels, 
and that many of the negative ways in which we are impacting the 
planet are related to one another. Reducing deforestation and in-
creasing good forest management have multiple benefits, includ-
ing a reduction in the rate of species extinction and the reduction 
of carbon dioxide going into the atmosphere.

Ultimately, we need to change the way we interact with our nat-
ural surroundings. Too often, we treat air, water, land, plants, and 
animals as things to exploit and misuse. If we are ever to attain a 
more cooperative society, we need to recognize that we are part 
of nature, and that if we abuse it, the consequences come back 
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to disrupt our lives, as the problems of global warming clearly 
illustrate. 

Concluding comments on recommendations and 
observations
We have presented recommendations consistent with the theme 
that we, as humans, shape the world in which we live. We do this 
as individuals and small groups, geographical communities, other 
groups of people working together, countries, groups of countries, 
and as a world society, such as through the United Nations. We 
can act strategically at each of these levels to improve our perfor-
mance on a range of activities that can move us closer to becoming 
a cooperative society. 
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Conclusion

We have presented the hypothesis that human beings may be 
on the verge of a new stage of history, which we refer to as the 
cooperative society. After elaborating on the stages of history to 
date and what this new stage might look like, we analyzed seven 
broad economic, political, social, and environmental measures 
to determine whether they are tending toward or away from 
a transition to the cooperative society. We made a series of 
observations and recommendations that either build on progress 
toward a cooperative transition or counter current trends away 
from such a transition.

Our main conclusion is that at this point in human history, 
there are divergent trends, some moving toward increased coop-
eration and others undermining it. On the plus side, cooperative 
businesses appear to be growing in number and global influence; 
the number of deaths from conflict around the world has dropped 
sharply since the end of World War II; the number of democracies 
and people living in democracies has risen dramatically since the 
beginning of the 20th century; and the quality of life in both de-
veloped and developing countries has shown significant improve-
ment in the last 25 years.

On the negative side, a relatively small number of for-profit cor-
porations dominate the global economy; income and wealth are 
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inordinately concentrated in the hands of a very small percentage 
of the world’s population; and the most ominous environmental 
indicator, the temperature of the earth’s surface, has risen to its 
highest level in 125,000 years due primarily to human-generated 
emissions of greenhouse gases.137 We will see over the next sev-
eral decades whether or not we can shift toward zero population 
growth before the end of the century.

The jury is still out on whether or not we are transitioning to 
the cooperative society. However, as we have stated throughout 
the book, we are not merely passive observers of these trends and 
countertrends. As humans, we can shape our own history. 

That is the ultimate message of this book. We as a species are 
not destined to destroy ourselves and our planet. We can make 
the transition from a destructive society to a cooperative one. And 
we can make major progress on that transition between now and 
2030.
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Cooperative business 
opportunities

Following are a series of questions that should be explored in order 
to identify co-op opportunities over the next couple of decades. 

What is the potential for co-op growth in the world’s 
largest countries? 
The global co-op census estimates that India has about 265 million 
co-op memberships, equivalent to approximately 20 percent of its 
population. There are 136 million co-op memberships in China, 
equivalent to about 10 percent of its population. The same data 
set shows only about 2 million co-op memberships in Indonesia, 
about 1 percent of its population. 

What explains these differences? Are there co-op sectors in 
China and Indonesia (e.g., finance, insurance, farming, and/  or 
others) that are ripe for rapid expansion? If so, how best can these 
opportunities be realized? China is the largest country in the 
world and has one of the fastest-growing economies. Indonesia 
is the fourth-largest country and its economy also is growing at a 
fairly rapid pace. Significant growth of the cooperative movement 
in these two countries would translate into hundreds of millions 
of new co-op memberships.
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Systematic analysis of the potential for cooperative growth 
should be done for other countries and regions of the world as 
well, not just those with the largest populations.

What economic sectors have high potential for 
co-op and mutual growth?
As mentioned above, it appears that both financial co-ops and 
insurance co-ops and mutuals have been growing rapidly and 
have good potential to continue to do so.

Almost 90 percent of the world’s 570 million farms are located 
in low- and middle-income countries. Agricultural supply, mar-
keting, and service co-ops have a long history of success in devel-
oped countries and in some developing countries, such as India 
and Kenya. 

Many examples over the past few years have shown the ability 
of co-ops to help farmers transition from subsistence and subsis-
tence-plus farming to small-scale commercial farming. Tens of 
millions of farmers could become new members of co-ops in the 
next 12 years. What is the potential for increasing the number of 
agricultural co-ops and co-op members in developing countries 
during this time? How should it be accomplished?

How can the role of employee-owned cooperatives 
and multi-stakeholder co-ops (owned by multiple 
categories of members) be expanded over the next 
12 years?
In a few countries, such as Spain, Italy, and France, employee-owned 
cooperatives are a significant part of the co-op movement, but on 
a world scale, they account for a very small percentage of co-ops 
and co-op memberships. Co-ops with multiple membership cate-
gories are present in quite a few countries, but, as with worker 
co-ops, represent a small minority of co-ops.
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At the same time, there is tremendous potential for growth in 
these two co-op categories. For example, about 15 million employ-
ees in the United States work for companies that have employee 
stock ownership plans (ESOPs) or similar plans. This gives them 
ownership shares in their companies, but limited voting rights. A 
change in ESOP legislation could open the door for these employ-
ees to become voting shareholders, and in some cases to restruc-
ture their companies as co-ops.

In many sectors of the co-op economy, including services, retail, 
and agriculture, the opening up of membership to various combi-
nations of consumers, employees, and producers has the potential 
to increase co-op memberships and also increase the number of 
co-ops. Home-care services is just one example of a co-op model 
in which providers and consumers could have joint decision-mak-
ing power.

How should co-ops be involved in implementing 
the Paris Climate Change Agreement and the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals?
Here are just a few of the ways:

• Agricultural and forestry co-ops can be a means to mobilize rural 
people to adapt farm practices to droughts and other changes in 
weather patterns resulting from climate change, and to reduce 
carbon going into the atmosphere�

• Energy co-ops, especially those providing solar and other renew-
able services, can meet the increasing needs of urban and rural 
communities for affordable energy, and, at the same time, reduce 
reliance on fossil fuels and wood energy�

• Community-based health cooperatives can play an important 
front-line role in meeting important sustainable develop-
ment goals, such as reducing child and maternal mortality and 
addressing AIDS-related problems, including providing access to 
anti-retroviral drugs, condoms, and education�
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These are just a few examples of cooperatives related to energy, 
climate change, and health. If implemented on a large scale, they 
could create or expand tens of thousands of co-ops, and tens of 
millions of co-op memberships by 2030.
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